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This authority,s intemal auditor, acting independently.and on the basis of an assessment of risk,

carried out a selective assessment oicompliance with relevant procedures and controls to be in

operation during the financial year ended 31 March 2Q19.

The internal audit for 201g/1g has been carried out in accordance with this authority's needs

and planned coverage. on the basis of the findings in the areas examined, the internal audit

conclusions are sum-marised in this table. Set out-below are the objectives of internal control

and alongside are the internal audit conclusions on whether, in allsignificant respects, the control

objectives,were being achieved throughout the financial year to a standard adequate to meet the

needs of this authoritY'
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caried out the internal audit
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B. This authorig "orptiJitifiG 
n**i"l regulations, payments were supported by invoices' all

exnenditure was approved and VAT was appropriately accounted for'

c. This authority "."""rEi-ifi*nt 
risks to achieving its obiectives and reviewed the adequacy
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payments were properly supported by receipts, all petty cash expenditure was

appioved and'VAT appropriately accounted for'

G. Salaries to employees and allowances to memtrers were paid in accordance with this authority's
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l"' A;*toili""i'p"vil't"""''. in"o*" and-expenditure), agreed to the cash book, supported by an

I la.q,jrt" audit trail from underlying records and where appropriate debtors and creditors were
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from a limited assurance review in 2917118' it met the

exemption criteria ""J;;t"ttt 
declared iGelf exempt' ry?t 92u:?!" should only beticked
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L. D",i"s *mmer 201g this authority has conecfly provided the proper opportunity for

the exercise of public tight" in accordancE with-the requirements of the Accounts and

Audit Regulations'
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